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WORD ON THE
STREET:
Stock Indexes
DJI: 34,899.34 (-1.67%)

S&P 500: 4,594.62 (0.94%)

NASDAQ: 15,491.66 (1.68%)

VIX Index: 28.62 (68.55%)

(1 Month Change)

By Tiyana-Marie Bassim ‘23

T

he annual G20 summit took place in
Rome this year
which was widely
regarded as boastful proposals
without probable action. The
conference, formally known as
the Summit on Financial Markets and the World Economy,
brings together the world’s major economies that account for
more than 80% of world GDP,
75% of global trade, and 60%
of the world’s population to
discuss international economic
cooperation. Top oﬃcials from
19 countries (including President Joe Biden) and the Euro-

4.6%
Down 0.2% M/M

Inﬂation Data

CPI: 6.2% (Core: 4.6%)
PCE: 5.0%(Core: 4.1%)
10 Yr. Treasury Yeild
1.509% (-5.1 BPS)
Federal Funds Rate
0.25%

Exchange Rates
USD to EURO
$1.00 = € 0.89
USD to YEN
$1.00 = ¥ 115.41
USD to GBP
$1.00 = £.75

COMMODITIES
GOLD
1,784.14 (-0.34%)
SILVER
23.49 (-0.70%)
CRUDE OIL
78.48 ( -4.22%)

CRYPTO

Bitcoin (BTC):
56,707.90 (-1.49%)
Ethereum (ETH):
4,243.95 (-2.24%)
Dogecoin (DOGE):
0.2162 (-4.50%)

(1 Month Precent Change - Revised 11/26/21)

pean Union have gathered in
Rome this year to discuss issues including climate change.
During the summit,
the Biden administration revealed support for rolling back
tariffs on European steel and
aluminum. As a result, costs on
goods like cars would be lower
and catalyze the movement of
supply chains. Regarding climate change, this agreement
will reduce carbon emissions
through curbing imports of
steel that produce high levels
of carbon emissions. President Biden explained that this
agreement would, “restrict access to our markets for dirty
steel from countries like...
See ‘CARBON’ on page 8

The Global Corporate
Tax Debate

GDP

Unemployment Rate

Page: 7

Carbon Tariﬀs At The
G20 Summit

Macro Outlook
20.94 TRILLION
Q2 INC 6.7%
ESTIMATE Q3 INC 2.1%

PROFESSOR
EDITORIAL

global corporate tax makes little sense. It simply makes the
nations adhering to it uncomf you’ve been followpetitive.
ing the news lately, you
This brings us back to
might have come across
our
question.
Why would the
the concept of a “global
corporate tax rate.” What does US want this? Well, in theory,
it’s a fairly noble idea. Janet
this mean exactly? Well, in
America, we have something Yellen, our treasury secretary,
wants nations to stop the
called a corporate tax that
“race to the bottom” of global
taxes the income earned by
corporations. Being the good corporate tax rates. However,
what Secretary Yellen fails ...
ole’ USA, we have some of
See ‘TAX’ on page 8
the world’s highest corporate
tax rates; hence why companies like Google are legally
headquartered in places like
Ireland. So why would the US,
at the G20 summit in Rome
this past October, endorse a
global corporate tax rate?
Let’s first discuss the
drawbacks of a global corporate tax. By setting a floor for
nations that endorse this rate,
you are inherently making
them uncompetitive against
nations that do not adhere to
the tax rate. It is likely that
companies will simply headquarter in nations that do
not adhere to the rate, giving
them the revenue that those
taxes incur. Thus, having a

By Zachary Elias ‘23

I

MESSAGE FROM
CAREER DEVELOPMENT

Page: 12

Taylor’$ Ver$ion

By Julia Posillico ‘25

T

Via Billboard

aylor Swift is an iconic name in the
music industry with fans around
the world and with hundreds of
millions of fans comes hundreds
of millions of dollars. Swift has broken many
records and has experienced great success
in the music industry with five concert tours
making almost a billion dollars.
Her old record label, Big Machine
Records, sold the masters of her music to
Scooter Braun for $300 million in 2019.
Braun owning the master would now mean
that any time anyone wanted to use Swift’s
music in a show or ad they would have to get
Braun’s permission and pay a licensing fee
to him. This was very upsetting to Swift who
wanted to own her own music so she decided
if she could do it once, she can do it again.
This idea prompted her to begin
re-recording her first six albums (Taylor
Swift, Fearless, Speak Now, Red, 1989, and
Reputation) so that she could personally own
the masters to these new versions. The new
recordings are labeled as “Taylor’s Version”
and have broken records in the music industry due to their popularity. Fearless (Taylor’s
Version), has been streamed almost 600
million times and sold more than 867,000...

See ‘TAYLOR’ on page 8

Via iStock
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Facebook’s Rebranding & What it Means for Consumers
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ghanistan during the Taliban’s occupation has
shown crowdfunding to be an inspiring and
inarguably positive benefit of social media.
With the COVID-19 pandemic temporarily
shutting down the majority of in-person work
environments, virtual reality has come to the
rescue as an alternative environment.
But what will be the consequences of having
a virtual “universe” of social media? Increased
addiction and isolation indoors are two obvious probabilities. Why bother traveling to New
York City to see Central Park in the winter season when you can do it from the comfort of
your heated home? Other consequences could
be detrimental to human health. Screen time
above just two hours for children can lead to
sleep issues, chronic back issues, worsened
eyesight, increased depression, anxiety, and
more. Not to mention, this universe will be
inaccessible for billions of people due to its
affordability from acquiring the required technological devices.
Another result of social media has been the
booming advertising industry. Instagram, at
one point, was a purely photo-based sharing
platform. Now, there is an online marketplace
to shop based on your preferences found from
your usage of the app. There is also the business
format of Instagram that allows you to promote
products and include contact information,
much like LinkedIn. What will using virtual reality change? Rather than just measuring your
interest in certain things while using the app,
virtual reality can also measure your physical
actions. For example, the Metaverse can track
your participation while listening to music at
a concert or joining in on a group video game.
Imagine getting an icon saying, “dance more!”
The proceeding sleep deprivation and fatigue
could cause significant consequences for adolescents, which have less self-control due to a
developing prefrontal cortex.
The Metaverse is Pandora’s box of technology
at the moment. The combination of positive
and negative effects are immeasurable. Facebook took advantage of this opportunity by
rebranding itself literally as Meta. This change
has been seen as positive to many. On the
day Facebook’s rebranding was publicly announced, “Facebook closed with a market cap
of nearly $900 billion, putting it in the top 10
biggest U.S. companies by market value,” according to the Wall Street Journal. One thing
that is for sure is that social media is here to
stay. It is up to us, consumers, to be educated
and wise users of technology.

;f

n Thursday, October 28, 2021, the
omnipresent technology company
Facebook, made one of the most
drastic business changes of the
year. It publicly rebranded itself as a broader
multi-media company named Meta. Rebranding offers the company the ability to distance
itself from the criticism it faced in recent years
over consumer privacy violations. It also enables the company to broaden its business ventures and continue to be a trailblazer in social
media without increased criticism.
In 2012, Facebook experienced backlash after acquiring Instagram, reflecting the power
of monopolies in the United States. With the
world transitioning more and more to technology, a Metaverse, or digital universe, is not
far off the horizon. Meta is one company that
plans to dominate this so-called Metaverse as
a continued economic monopoly. Shifting to a
broader company mission, Meta can diversify
its product line without having to automatically acquire other companies. Meta will be offering several new products that are required
to engage with the Metaverse. Several new
products will be in place that are required as
purchases to engage with the Metaverse. The
Quest 2 is the required Virtual Reality headset. The Beat Saber is the music video game set,
and the Ray-Ban Stories are the smart glasses.
The Metaverse will be shaped by this integration of both virtual and augmented reality.
The use of cryptocurrency in the Metaverse
will also affect the way real-world economies
# Cryptocurrencies will
will have to function.
be used for doing things that individuals are
able to do in the real world, such as visiting
:)this time it could be halfway
a Museum (but
around the world) or buying new clothes for
your personal avatar. Currently, the cryptocurrency market is too volatile to prove to be a
smart secondary currency for countries. Back

in September 2021, when El Salvador acquired
bitcoin as legal tender, “the cryptocurrency
market fell about $300 billion” in just one day,
according to CoinGecko. Furthermore, stabilization of the crypto market needs to occur
before it becomes the commanding global currency.
The Metaverse may cause further negative effects on the world. One of the major criticisms
about social media is the isolation it perpetuates. Often, individuals are more inclined to
use their phones than external activities due
to their addictive quality. In the last ten years,
the number of users has increased over eight
times. As of 2021, “eighty-two percent of the
population in the United States had a social
networking profile,” according to the Statista
Research Department. In fact, ninety-seven
percent of teens ages thirteen to seventeen in
the U.S. use at least one social media platform.
Consequently, having a social media persona
has become a core part of society and even a
central part of a person’s identity.
CEO Mark Zuckerberg’s virtual reality universe aims to minimize the isolating aspects
and consequences of social media. The company described Meta as “the next evolution of
social connection,” which will predominantly
focus on expanding social media to virtual reality. In the virtual keynote speech publicly unveiling Meta, Zuckerberg explains, “instead of
looking at a screen, you are going to be in these
experiences.” The goal is to make social media
a more personal experience.
Several benefits of social media have
# included the lowered levels of frictional unemployment, accessibility to education and information, staying connected to family and friends,
and the opportunity of meeting new people.
Decreased frictional unemployment can help
the economy, and having access to information at our fingertips enables any individual
to empower themselves with education. Recently, the rescuing of Americans stuck in Af-
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By Martha Wyatt-Luth ‘25
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A Glimpse
Into The Life
of A Private
Banker
By Madison Brenchak ‘22

F

rom the day I stepped foot
inside 390 Madison Avenue, I
knew that I wanted to be a JPMorgan Chase & Co. Private
Banker. Four years ago, looking back
on my first year at Holy Cross, I had
no idea where my passion for finance
would lead me. It wasn’t until I visited
New York City for Finance Bootcamp
that I felt that sense of belonging.
With the unparalleled commitment
of the alumni network from Holy
Cross, paired with the Ciocca Center,
and finance-related organizations on
campus, I felt excited and ready for
my pursuits on Wall Street.
Private Banking falls under
the Asset and Wealth Management
division of an investment bank. It
provides specialized financial services and solutions to high net worth
(HNW) and ultra-high net worth
(UHNW) individuals, families, and
estates with a minimum of 5 to 25
million dollars of investable assets.
Services are tailored to all facets of
financial well-being including: wealth
management, banking, lending,
investing, portfolio management, tax,
and estate planning. It is the combination of applied technical analysis and
interpersonal client-facing exposure
that convinced me of my vocational
calling.
On my first day as a summer
analyst at JPMorgan, I was intimidated by the rush of energy I experienced
walking through Midtown at 7:15
am. Upon entry through the revolving door, I smiled as I was greeted
by Leah, the elevator attendant, who
knew I was headed to the 25th floor
and always held the door for me.
At my desk, I had a few minutes to
change from flats to heels, put on my
blazer, and check my email. The Pierpont Team floor was still quiet as the
Bankers filtered in, just in time for the
Morning Meeting.
The Morning Meeting was my
favorite part of the day, as everyone
gathered on the 28th floor in the studio, with the floor-to-ceiling windows
providing a perfect view of the New
York City skyline. David Frame, CEO
of the U.S. Private Bank, accompanied
by various leaders of the firm would
often host the meetings to discuss
critical market updates and trends in
the economy. The youngest analyst, to
the most seasoned Managing Director, would be attentive, engaged, and
diligently taking notes.
The day became increasingly
busier as clients began calling bankers,

and the analysts and I began racing to
complete client performance reviews,
running goals-based analyses, and answering clients’ questions ranging from
opening a new brokerage account to
how to retire with exactly X amount of
money. I was challenged by tailoring my
technical proficiency in Excel modeling
to my strong communication skills in
client meetings and on the phone. Each
task was done promptly, thoroughly, and
exceptionally by each intern, and reviewed before submitting to the team
lead.
The busy days of an intern included all the same tact and workload
of a full-time analyst and had no space
for mere “coffee runs” for the bankers.
Instead, bankers across my team invited
me to coffee for conversational meetings
and advice as I pursue a career in an
industry as competitive as this one. Each
coffee meeting with an advisor provided
me insight into how to be the best intern
I could be each day. I will share a few of
their encouraging words and insights
below:
-Read The Intelligent Investor, by By
Benjamin Graham and Jason Zweig;
Unconventional Success: A Fundamental Approach to Personal Investment by
David F. Swenson; The House of Morgan
by Ron Chernow.
- Meet with every single person on the
team and create a genuine relationship.
- Always volunteer for the extra task.
-To gain trust, you need to build a client
relationship over time.
- “You can teach someone how to use a
platform or run a model, but you can’t
teach someone authenticity.”
- “When you’re stuck in a rut, and deals
aren’t going well, it’s best to call up an
old client, laugh, chat, and remember
why you became an advisor.”
- “Never underestimate yourself. A bad
day doesn’t define you as an advisor, but
always learn from your mistakes. Communication is key.”
“You can get to a place where your client
focus reflects your own passions and
values. There’s one advisor placed in
Montana where he likes to ski. All of his
clients are skiers.”
- “It’s the most rewarding when you
onboard a client and help them achieve
all their dreams as an advisor. And then
watch their grandchildren grow up to
continue that legacy.”
The workday prevailed long after
the advisors left to catch their 4:50 pm
trains. Although some nights were long,
those were the moments the analysts
bonded the most. Looking around the
floor, I have never seen a group of people
more inclined to help one another. It was
lively as ever as projects were completed,
final versions of decks were approved,
and late-night client concerns were
addressed. Leaving the building each day
after adding value to a team I loved, I
knew my summer’s glimpse into the life
of a private banker made a profound impact. It not only fortified my ambition to
convert to a full-time analyst, but also to
be part of a team that values authenticity
and a drive for excellence.

Fed Tapering Begins

via CNBC

By Robert Posillico ‘23

During the Federal Reserves
November meeting, chairman
Jerome Powell announced that
the Fed would begin long-awaited tapering. Tapering refers
to the gradual end to the Feds
monetary stimulus policy, which
entailed purchasing 120 billion
dollars a month in treasuries
and securities, adding over four
billion dollars to the feds balance sheet that now sits over 8
trillion. In the outlined plan, we
will see reductions of 15 billion
dollars per month, 10 billion
in Treasuries, and 5 billion in
mortgage-backed securities.
While Powell made it clear that
nothing is set in stone, this timeline will have the tapering end
in early summer of 2022. Powell
also expressed that the Fed has
no intention of raising rates yet.
The Fed has a “goal to reach
maximum employment” before
“lift-off,” which may not happen
until 2023.

This news comes as we have new
data coming out regarding the
inflationary outlook. The Consumer Price Index for November
increased 0.9 percent as the all
items index increased 6.2 percent
before seasonal adjustment. Core
CPI (excluding food and energy)
was also higher than expected at
4.6 percent. The Fed preferred
Personal Consumption Expenditure Index also showed alarmingly high values of 4.4 percent and
core 3.6 percent. This is more
than double the target rate of 2
percent. While the Fed has been
pushing the notion that inflation
is transitory and largely related
to supply chain issues, many are
looking at the influx of capital
through the Fed’s asset purchasing policy as pouring gas on this
inflationary fire. Tapering may
be one of many actions taken to
avoid a serious stagflation issues
as we come out of this pandemic.

via JP Morgan
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TRAVEL SENTIMENT STRENGTHENS IN
U.S. AND EUROPE

alone lost 3.7 million
workers in 2020—more
than any other industry
hether it’s during that time.
visiting
Yet, as tourists anthe beach- ticipate traveling more in
es of sun- the coming months, the
ny California or taking dent in the hospitality
a historical tour of Ver- industry will likely see a
sailles, tourists have been significant turn-around.
waiting to cross these
desired destinations off
their bucket list. Many of
these dreams, of course,
have been abandoned in
response to the pandemic. Government-imposed
travel restrictions along
with concerns surrounding personal health and
safety have deterred tourists from going abroad.
Now, nearly a year and
a half after the start of
the pandemic, sentiment
for travel appears to be
strengthening.
In early March
2020, the World Health
Organization
oﬃcially declared COVID-19
a world-wide pandemic. Shortly thereafter, the
White House responded
by placing a travel ban on
non-U.S. travelers coming
from Europe. Governments across the globe
responded by heightening
their level of travel restrictions. The movement of
tourists to and from the
United States and Europe
dramatically fell. As a result, workers and business As of November 8th, the
owners in the hospitali- White House ended its
ty industry experienced travel ban on international
significant job losses. The flights. The influx of tourU.S. Bureau of Labor Sta- ists, as well as long-septistics reported that the arated family members
leisure and hospitality in- and friends, is expected
dustry in the United States to be substantial, espe-

By Michael Muroff ‘23

W

cially with the holidays
coming just around the
corner. According to Delta Air Lines, as of November 4th, “Delta has seen a
450% increase in international point-of-sale bookings versus the six weeks
prior to the announcement,” adding, “the strong

sion, in a recent October
2021 press release and
study, noted the growing
sentiment for travel within
Europe. The ETC concluded that “66% of Europeans
plan trips through March
2022,” adding that, “an increasing number of Europeans are no longer in a
‘waiting mode’ to travel and
feel much more confident
to embark on spontaneous
trips.”
For
American
tourists, travel opportunities to Europe continue to
rise. Delta Air Lines announced on November 8th
that “Delta’s summer 2022
schedule will jump 90% in
additional capacity across
the pond, compared with
summer 2021. In total, Delta plans to operate up to 73
daily flights to 25 destinations from 10 U.S. gateway
Via ABC 7 Chicago
cities.”
While travel sentiment between the United
States and Europe is growing, it is unclear whether
these short-term developments will contribute to a
long-term upward trend. In
terms of its transmissibility and its public response,
the future of COVID-19
remains unknown. Vaccination rates, travel restrictions, and overall safety will
play a large role in whether
or not tourists will decide
Via Cleveland Clinic Health Essentials
to travel in the future—but
demand is reflected across for now, travelers continue
both leisure and business to be optimistic.
travelers to popular destinations such as New York,
Atlanta, Los Angeles, Boston, and Orlando.”
Similarly, the European Travel Commis-
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THE GROWING ELECTRIC CAR INDUSTRY:

ITS EFFECT ON THE WHOLE AUTO INDUSTRY

C

By Connor Touhey ‘24

urrently,
the
United
States
and the rest of
the world is undergoing one of the biggest
changes in the history of
the auto industry. It’s no
secret that electric cars are
the way of the future. Quieter, requiring less maintenance, and reducing emission levels are all reasons
as to why we have been
seeing more and more of
these cars on the road. And
it’s not just select brands
like Tesla that are making electric cars anymore.
Ford, GM, and many other
manufacturers are beginning to put more and more
of an emphasis on their
EV sectors, and just looking at the cars going by on
the road, one can see how
profound this change has
been just in recent years.
So what does a change like
this mean for the auto industry as a whole? Well, to
put it simply, this shift to
electric is going to mean
a harsh shift in several aspects of industry. For starters, manufacturing electric
cars requires 30-40% fewer workers than it does to
assemble internal-combustion cars. This means
a loss of tens of thousands
of workers at companies.
However, because of this
lesser need for workers,
costs of manufacturing
are smaller, and hence the
cost for consumers is also
less than it would be otherwise. Another important
thing to note is the need
for a drastic increase in infrastructure pertaining to
electric charging stations.

In order to make electric
cars as driveable as standard gas-powered cars, recharging stations must be
very common. After all, an
electric car can only travel
as far as its battery will allow. This need for charging
stations is sure to open
thousands of jobs in order
to build these charging stations around the country;
jobs that would otherwise
not have existed. These
new jobs may have the
effect of partially or fully offsetting the job losses
coming from the release of
workers from car manufacturing plants.
And of course
lets not forget arguably
the most important aspect of electric cars; the
comparison of how polluting electric cars and
internal-combustion cars.
With the transfer of power to alternative forms of
energy (ex: wind or solar
power), many of the pol-

lutants that come as a result of the combustion of
gasoline and diesel will
be significantly reduced.
This switch to alternative
forms of energy must be
looked at closely, however; Because while the car
may run off of electricity,
that electricity may come
from a coal or natural gas
power plant, which simply
changes the place where
the emissions come from.
It is also important to
mention the harmful process of mining for Lithium
Ore - a necessary element
in the construction of the
Lithium-Ion batteries that
power electric cars. This
process of mining can be
extremely harmful to the
environment - it destroys
natural landscapes and releases noxious chemicals
that harm humans and
the environment. Despite
these negatives, the implementation of electric cars
gives the potential for cars

of the future to run off of
green energy; thereby truly reducing emissions to a
green standpoint.
So are electric cars worth
it? Are they worth the
loss in jobs in sections of
the auto industry? Are
they worth the significant
changes in infrastructure
that come from shifting our entire method of
transportation? Are they
worth the pollution that
is necessary to make their
batteries? Some may support them, some may not.
But I think it’s important to
keep this reality in mind;
we don’t have an unlimited supply of gas. At some
point the pump is going to
run dry. This shift to electricity must be made sooner or later. So the questions
of if we should do it are not
as important as when we
should do it. Well, is it the
right time? We will have to
wait and see.

via Mariordo (Mario Roberto Durán Ortiz) - Own work, CC BY-SA 4.0
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“TED
TED Talk”:

ALUMNI INTERVIEW WITH TED LYNCH ‘84

By Maggie Reddington ‘23

I

n this interview, I spoke to Ted Lynch ’84,
a Managing Director at Bank of America specializing in Restaurant Banking. We
discussed everything from his days at Holy
Cross to his adventure in Japan to the cyclical
nature of banking.

One of the Jesuits said to me, “Don’t you
want to burn up some energy before going back to the books?” My roommate’s
dad worked for Morgan Guaranty, which
later became J.P. Morgan. The Japanese
economy was booming at that time, and
Morgan Guaranty was expanding in that
region. There was a demand for English
speakers to teach conversational and business English to the Japanese bankers. I
decided to go to Tokyo. I was there for 11
months and had a blast teaching the Japanese about the U.S. banking system and
how to speak English! After that experience in Japan, I knew that I was interested
in a career in banking. I then worked at
some smaller firms as a credit analyst and
earned my MBA from Boston College. In
1992, I started to work at First National
Bank of Boston, which was later acquired
by Bank of America. I’ve been there ever
since! Same address and everything!

Where are you originally from?
Could you tell me a little bit about
your pre-Holy Cross days?
Tell me about your time at Bank of
America.
I am originally from Canton, MA. My
I started as a general commercial banker,
dad was a member of the class of 1953. and I worked with all different types of
I remember attending football games
clients from specialty construction builders
and tailgating with our family, although to lambskin importers, the sole designaI often went to Boston College football tion for which was golf gloves. In 1996,
games as well because my grandfather
I was asked to manage a McDonald’s
went there. However, when it came time specialty franchise loan program. At that
to apply to colleges, Holy Cross had a
time, the process of obtaining a loan took
reputation as a more demanding school, quite a while, so we deconstructed it and
but it was true.
made it more efficient. We went to key
decision-makers and evangelized how we
What did you study at Holy Cross? wanted to make it easier for them to get a
What activities did you enjoy as a loan from us. If a loan application came in
student?
on a Monday, we could have the loan disI was an economics major, but I loved
persed by Friday, which was unheard of at
history as well. I might have taken
the time! We started with $145-150 million
enough history classes to be at least a
worth of loans in our portfolio and grew it
minor; Father Kuzniewski was a great
to $1.8 billion. The average loan that we
professor!
originated was $1.5 million. Today, I work
There was a student newspaper on
on other restaurant financings by helping
campus called the Crusader. One time
private equity firms to buy, sell, and cona writer got sick, and a friend asked me solidate stakes in restaurant franchises.
to fill-in and write a piece for the sports
column. I just wrote a cynical, depreciat- You have had quite the career. What
ing story that people seemed to enjoy. I
was it like working through the
was asked to come back to write the next dot-com bubble of the 90’s, the Fiweek and the week after that. Before I
nancial Crisis of 2008, and now the
knew it, I had written for the paper for all
Pandemic?
four years of college! I also played rugby. I’ve seen my share of business cycles.
Rule no.1 is to know your customer. That
Can you tell me how you got into should be everyone’s first rule! Managefinance?
ment can make bad decisions. I’ve seen
During my senior year of college, I was companies with large market caps like
thinking about going to law school.
AT&T make poor strategic decisions.

Xerox used to be a verb, but that’s not the
case anymore, and they have been overcome by other technologies that strategically missed. Management and strategy
matter! Understand your customer and
know what they will do in times of crisis.
How did your lessons from Holy
Cross help you in your career?
The economic theory that I was studying
in the 1980s was derived from the 1970s
inflation era. President Reagan came
along in the ‘80s with a new way of thinking, and the theories changed. It was not
about what I was taught, but rather the
way it was taught. My time at Holy Cross
made me more open-minded to opposing
ideas. I learned to evaluate both sides of
the argument. Today, I question policymakers’ ideas a lot more than when I was
20 years old.
Where do you see yourself in 5-10
years?
Getting my golf scores down. Probably
retired. I don’t think about it every day but
every couple of days. I do love speaking to
Holy Cross students, and I will always be a
resource!
Do you have any advice for Holy
Cross Students?
Career discernment! Start thinking about
what you want to do as a freshman or
sophomore. Don’t wait until you are a
junior or senior or 29 years old. If you
are interested in financial services, look
into the four divisions of banking: retail
banking, investment banking, wealth management, and wholesale banking. See what
you might enjoy and have an informational interview with an alum. The more you
think about what you want to do then the
better fit that you will find. Networking is
important, and getting help from someone internally at a company is valuable.
Discern and network. Find something you
love.
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PROFESSOR EDITORIAL
The Head of the Fed and Political Independence

A

By Justin Svec

little over a week ago, President Biden announced his intention to
nominate Jerome Powell for a second term as Chair of the Federal
Reserve. At first glance, this might appear like an odd choice because
not only is Powell a Republican and was initially tapped to lead the
entire Federal Reserve system by President Trump, but there were other candidates for the position who are arguably more politically aligned with the goals
of the Biden administration. In particular, some progressive Democratic lawmakers argued that President Biden should nominate someone more supportive
of banking regulations and more willing to use monetary policy to combat climate change than Powell. Moreover, in strictly political terms, wouldn’t replacing Powell with a Democrat be appropriate since President Trump previously
replaced a Democratic chair (Janet Yellen) with a Republican (Powell)?
In this article, I will not take a stand over whether or not Biden should have
re-nominated Powell; rather, I will discuss an important consideration that likely
factored into that decision. While it is true that Jerome Powell is a Republican
and that fact likely encouraged President Trump to nominate Powell to be the
Chair of the Federal Reserve in 2017, President Biden and his economic advisors likely considered how their decision could alter the political independence
of the Federal Reserve and the public’s perception of that independence. Right
now, the Federal Reserve is both in fact and in the public’s perception a largely
apolitical institution operating within the government, where decisions are made
by technocrats focused on economic data. But, President Biden and his team
likely worried that, if they nominated someone more attuned to their political
goals, either the political independence of the Federal Reserve might erode over
time or, almost as worrisome, the public might begin to view the Federal Reserve
as just one more political body, willing to use the nation’s monetary policy to
achieve electoral victories. Either of these possibilities would be so damaging
to the nation that each could have prompted President Biden to pull back from
replacing Powell as Chair of the Federal Reserve.
To understand why the politicization of the Federal Reserve is so problematic,
let’s take a moment to understand the function and design of the Fed.
The Federal Reserve, established just over one-hundred years ago by the US
Congress, is the nation’s central bank. The main responsibilities of the Federal
Reserve, as identified in the Federal Reserve Act and subsequent legislation, are
to promote the stability of the financial system and to ensure price stability and
maximum sustainable employment. The main tool used by the Fed to accomplish the former goal is the supervision and regulation of banks. To achieve the
latter goal – often called the Fed’s “dual mandate” – the Federal Reserve conducts monetary policy by influencing the real interest rate.
As a quick guide to how monetary policy works, when the main policymaking
body of the Federal Reserve believes the economy’s main threats are high unemployment and slow GDP growth (as was the case in the immediate aftermath of
both the 2008 US financial crisis and the COVID pandemic), the Federal Reserve reduces the real interest rate. The fall in the real interest rate reduces borrowing costs, prompting companies to increase their investment spending and
consumers to purchase durable goods. The greater demand, in turn, promotes
production and employment. If, on the other hand, the policymaking body believes that inflation is the economy’s main threat, then the Federal Reserve takes
the opposite approach and raises the real interest rate. This change depresses
demand, causing production and price growth to slow.
While the Federal Reserve was established by an act of Congress, is accountable to Congress, and members must periodically testify in front of Congress,
the Federal Reserve is deliberately structured so that policymakers at the Fed
remain largely independent from politics and political pressure. Among other
design choices made with this intent in mind, the Federal Reserve is not funded
through the normal Congressional budgetary process, members of the Board
of Governors are appointed for 14-year terms, and members of the President’s
administration are barred from serving on the Board. This independence gives
the Federal Reserve the space to make hard economic decisions (like deliberately
slowing the economy when inflation is too high) without direct pressure from
politicians to reverse course.
And this brings us back to President Biden’s decision to re-nominate Jerome
Powell as Chair of the Federal Reserve. If Biden chose to reject Powell in favor
of a more politically-aligned candidate, it is possible that the monetary policy
implemented by the new Chair would be slightly more conducive to President
Biden’s agenda. (Even this possibility is not so clear, however, as a little over a
year ago, Jerome Powell altered the strategic framework of the Federal Reserve
in order to explicitly allow for greater average inflation, something that progressives have advocated for in the past.)
However, it is also possible that replacing Powell would help entrench a
precedent whereby each President ousts the former Chair in favor of someone

from his or her own political party. In doing so, the greater emphasis on the political affiliation of the Chair naturally diminishes the emphasis on the economic
stance of the Chair. This politicization could, in turn, lead the Fed Chair to feel
beholden to the President for their position, prompting policies that favor the
current Presidential administration at the expense of a politically-neutral monetary policy. Would that Fed Chair be sufficiently independent to raise rates
when the President demands the opposite, for example? This, in and of itself,
would be damaging to the US economy. But, even if the Federal Reserve were
in fact to remain insulated from political pressure, the mere semblance of the
Federal Reserve choosing policies to support the current administration can itself
be damaging. As detailed in my recent working paper with Professor Tortorice
of the Department of Economics & Accounting, when the public questions the
independence of the Federal Reserve, their expectations of future inflation rise.
This belief makes it more difficult for the Federal Reserve to achieve both stable
prices and maximum sustainable employment, thus undermining the Federal Reserve’s ability to achieve its legislated objectives.
In summary, when President Biden decided to re-nominate Jerome Powell
as Chair of the Federal Reserve, the President likely acknowledged that the expected gain of a more-aligned Fed Chair paled in comparison to the long-term
cost of potentially politicizing the Federal Reserve. This realization could have
helped sway the President in favor of supporting Jerome Powell to remain Chair
of the Federal Reserve.

Justin Svec
Associate Professor
Department of Economics & Accounting
Fields: Macroeconomics, Political Economy

Courses:
Macroeconomics (Econ 256)
Political Economy (Econ 315)
Research Methods (Econ 460/461)

jsvec@holycross.edu
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via G20.org

‘TAYLOR’ Continued
earless (Taylor’s Version) has been streamed
almost 600 million times
and sold more than 867,000
album-equivalent units;
this is over four times the
sales of the original Fearless
album in the same time
frame. It is a win-win since
fans enjoy listening to the
songs with her more mature
voice, and she gets to own
her music. This has also led
to her initial recordings in
which Braun still owns the
masters to drop in value
significantly.
There is an immense demand for Swift’s music as
she has released two albums
in 2020 and two albums
in 2021 and has been on
the top charts worldwide.
When artists do not own
their own masters, they
often make a very small
percentage of their sales
(usually around 10-20%),
but by owning their own
masters, they can keep a
much larger majority of it
(usually around 80-95%).
It is challenging to actually compare the sales
of the original albums

F

‘CARBON’ Continued
resident Biden explained
that this agreement
would, “restrict access to our
markets for dirty steel from
countries like China and
counter countries that dump
steel in our markets.” American and Asian steel producers
rely on different methods of
converting iron into steel,
with American steelmakers
most likely to use recycled
scrap metal. The results are
that 50% to 100% more carbon dioxide is emitted in the

P

production of imported steel
than American steel. Using
tariffs to cut carbon emissions
is a new tactic, and this is the
first trade agreement to incorporate this new strategy to
combat climate change.
Tariffs tackling climate
change could redesign industry. For instance, a state can
impose a carbon tax on a company which in turn can raise
production costs and prices.
As a result, that company
would become less competitive domestically. There is then

the risk that these regulations
could lead to buyers importing less expensive steel made
with more carbon emissions.
Simply, there is a chance that
the environmental benefits
that countries like the United States want to achieve
through carbon tariffs could
be undone with production
shifting to countries with
fewer environmental regulations. On top of that, domestic companies would then be
at a disadvantage.
There is also the issue

to the re-recordings. With the
original release, most sales were
with physical albums, as where
now most purchases come from
streaming services. When Fearless
came out in 2008, 592,304 copies
sold in the first week. Fearless
(Taylors Version), which came
out in 2021, sold 291,000 equivalent album units in one week,
significantly less, but the album
was much more popular and had
143 million streams in its opening
week. Taylors re-records have seen
and continue to see great success
continuing to boost her net worth,
which is currently 550 million
dollars according to Forbes.

that we do not live in a theoretical economic world. For
example, an industry trade
group representing European
aluminum producers states
that China could avoid the
carbon tariff by exporting
to Europe from the 10% of
aluminum that is produced
with hydropower. The rest
will continue to be generated
using coal for domestic use.
It is also essential to question
what will this agreement look
like after going through politicians and lawyers?

via Vanity Fair

‘TAX’ Continued
However, what Secretary Yellen fails to understand is that
global control over economies
seldom works. Instead of
focusing on what the rest of
the world is doing, the good
secretary should focus on
what her own nation is doing.
Instead of worrying that other
countries’ corporate taxes are
too low, she should perhaps
adjust our corporate tax rates
to be more competitive. It is
a known economic fact that
lowering taxes leads to less
evasion and thus more reve-

nue. So if we lower our corporate tax rates, then perhaps the
government could even benefit, and the citizenry (those
who come first in our republic,
at least theoretically) would
really benefit. Business investment would increase, and likely wages and thus consumption
along with it.
So G20 leaders, cut the posturing and get your own houses
in order before you propose
grand ideas at champagne
flowing summits.
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HOW DO INTEREST RATES IMPACT THE CONSUMER?

I

by Michael D’Ambrosio ‘24

nterest rates are a call for concern and of high importance to consumers in our society. Interest Rates
are essentially the cost of money. In larger terms, interest rates are more appealing when rates are lower. The reason is when consumers make bigger purchases,
they will pay less in interest, thus giving them more money
to spend. When there is more spending, it creates a ripple
effect in our economy. From the start of the pandemic, interest rates have been at rock bottom, as the Fed put rates
to near 0%. This was a necessary move by the Fed as it
encouraged spending to prevent the economy from suffering. All this spending helped to lead to massive back order in the supply chain, which prevented the availability of
many goods. The absence and inaccessibility caused high
inflation in our economy, as it’s currently around 6%. Inflation and interest rates do not fluctuate naturally together; the Fed’s policies since the start of the pandemic have
caused large disparities between the two. However, this is
not the case at the moment. Rates are still incredibly low;
most specifically, the US long-term interest rate is at 1.3%,
which is the lowest it’s been in years. Similarly, the rate to
purchase homes is very inexpensive in comparison to decades prior. The 10-year treasury rate, which contributes
heavily to mortgage rates, is currently at 1.6%. A 30 year
fixed mortgage currently sits at around 3% and has dipped
below the 3% line several times during this year. This is
a big difference from the past decade as rates were in the
range of 4% to 6%. The reason why inflation is high and
rates are low are because of the insane influx of cash in our
society. Since the start of the pandemic, the US government has spent $5.4 trillion through fiscal policy, and the
Fed has added $4.3 trillion to their balance sheet. All of this
money spent on people by government entities has allowed
many Americans to save because there is an estimated $2.3
trillion in excess savings. To continue, the Fed is still buying back debt obligations; from the start of the pandemic,
they purchased $80 billion of Treasury securities and $40
billion of agency mortgage-backed securities (MBS) each
month. All of this was done to create less of a frenzy in
our economy. Rates will eventually bounce back up, but
the low rates are here to stay at the moment. It looks as if
the Fed won’t be raising long-term and short-term interest
rates until 2023, so this can result in insane upside potential for investors. People are able to spend more freely and
not have to pay an additional cost on their return. High inflation and low rates will still be in effect for some time, but
once the Fed cuts back on paying debt and lessening relief
bills, interest rates will rise, and our economy will begin to
move towards a normal state. At the moment, the consumer is benefiting from low-cost borrowing and a booming
financial sector. However, I feel inflation and rates will be
back to normal numbers as our society makes a shift back
to normalcy and the pandemic moves to a close.

$
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Christmas Stocking: Out of Stock
By

Ben ry
r
She
‘24

E
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he early bird gets
the worm. If you
have your eyes set
on a brand new
pair of jeans, phone, or toys
for the kids, you may want to
start your Christmas shopping early. As Marcus Carmon, executive director at
TMX Global, simply states
when discussing shipping delays, “if it wasn’t on the water
four weeks ago, it’s not going
to be here for Christmas”.
The supply chain issues are posing a massive
challenge for retailers to get
much desired products on
the shelves. There are numerous reasons for the supply
chain problems that have led
economists to reduce world
economic growth forecasts.
The first problem faced is recovering from the pandemic. While nations such as the
United States have largely recovered from the pandemic

F

due to vaccine distribution, less
developed countries without
the vaccine struggle to reopen
businesses. This is particularly
true in places like Vietnam that
often produce the raw materials needed to make textiles,
yet their factories have been
closed for months. There has
been a lack of an adequate labor force and outbreaks are still
being caused by the pandemic.
In other major trade hubs like
China, there is a mandatory
quarantine period of a week
before ships can be filled with
Chinese goods to be shipped to
the rest of the world. Ships wait
in harbors consuming great
amounts of fuel, thus adding to
freight costs. When one considers the extra costs of shipping,
raw material shortages, and an
inadequate workforce, it is no
wonder that prices of goods
continue to rise. President
Biden has met with President
Xi Jinping on November 15

and one would expect the supply chain issues to be at the forefront of discussion. However, a
senior oﬃcial within the Biden
administration states that tariffs
and supply chain problems are
not something that he expects to
be a significant point of discussion. Surprisingly, while supply
chains take a backseat, the Biden
Administration is rather focusing on relations between Taiwan
and China.
What are retailers doing
to combat the supply chain problems? The answer is substitutes
and different suppliers. Since
out of stock messages have risen
over 32%, especially for apparel,
companies are giving customers
alternatives. One such example is a pair of jeans made by
two different suppliers, yet look
fairly similar in style and color.
A customer could purchase the
alternative even though it is not
the exact match. Of course, this
does not work for all products

such as specific dresses or consoles. However, these alternatives are likely to ship faster than
waiting for the specific item to
be restocked. Companies have
also turned to upgrading their
personalization algorithms to
help customers who are searching online for items to see their
multiple options. And finally,
doorshippers like Wayfair are
having suppliers ship products
directly to consumers and other corporations are diversifying
their suppliers.
Overall, global supply
chain management does not
seem like it’s going to improve
anytime soon. However, this is
more of a message that shopping
needs to be done earlier this year.
Most customers are not going to
find highly sought after products
on Black Friday. If you wait until the last minute, it is likely that
the alternates will be minimal
and a gift card will be your best
option.
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Oh Christmas Tree - Oh Christmas Tree...
By Billy Carlini ‘23

I

f you plan on getting a Christmas tree this holiday season,
act soon and expect to pay
more. There has been pent-up
demand for consumer household
goods throughout the pandemic.
As we approach the thick of this
holiday season, Christmas trees
are the latest goods to feel the effects of the global supply chain
constraints. In a typical year, 85%
of Christmas trees are artificial,
while 15% are alive. A majority of
artificial trees are produced overseas, particularly in China. Experts
predict that these trees can cost as

much as 30% more this year due
to shipping issues overseas. This is
putting increased pressure on the
live tree industry, which has had
its own set of challenges over the
last few years. Due to increased
temperatures in the Pacific Northwest and Mid-Atlantic regions,
farmers have struggled to grow an
adequate supply for this upcoming
season. Depending on the species,
it takes between 5 and 10 years to
grow a fully matured Christmas
tree; this is not an issue that can be
quickly rectified. By the time you
are reading this article, expect to

have to look a little harder for the
perfect tree as supply is limited for
both real and artificial trees.

via Berwyn Heights Fire Department

From The Team...
We want to wish everyone a Merry Christmas and
Happy Holiday season
While this is a business journal and we may be focused on the economy and career
opportunities, it is important to look past the numbers and remain grounded in
the true meaning of Christmas. This is a time to appreciate the presence of family,
friends and faith. We hope everyone has a relaxing winter break and we look forward to starting back up in the spring.

via Robert Posillico
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By Julie Pereira-Gomes ‘23, Peer Career Assistant in the Center for Career Development
When someone hears the word, “networking,” anxiety is often the first thing they feel. However, networking does not have to be intimidating. Networking
is all about developing relationships with those whose jobs or company interest you. In doing so, you can learn their path, tips for success, and what skills
and knowledge will help you on your journey. Networking benefits you!
Here are some helpful hints of networking to keep in mind. First, target individuals at various stages of their career. HC Network (https://hcnetwork.holycross.edu/) and LinkedIn (https://www.linkedin.com/) are two great resources available to students in this area. HC Network is a platform
designed for Holy Cross students to connect with Holy Cross alumni. HC Network makes it easy to network because it includes templates of pre-written
networking messages to make your initial outreach. Speaking from experience, these templates were helpful in giving me confidence when reaching out
to alumni with whom I was not previously connected.
Entry-level professionals may be able to provide you with advice
on handling the transition from college to the professional world
and those at higher levels have a broader perspective and can often
speak about management’s point of view and work expectations.
Here are some tips as you begin this process:
Be professional. Arrive a few minutes early. Prepare
several questions in advance of the meeting or call. If
a face-to-face meeting is not possible, arrange a phone
call or zoom. Always offer to be the one to call or send
the Zoom invite.
Listen. Allow yourself to hear both the challenges and op
portunities of a given career while trying to read between the
lines. There are pluses and minuses to any field. Go in with an
open mind and ask thoughtful questions.
Follow your contact’s lead. If your contact offers to give
you a tour or have you speak to someone else at their organiza
tion, great! If they seem hurried and wrap up a bit early, do not
take it personally. They may have been given a pressing assign
ment just before you arrived and need to get working on it.
Ask for feedback. Show your contact a draft of your re
sume and ask if they would be able to provide feedback. Ask
questions like “How easy is it to read?” “What skills or knowl
edge am I missing if I decide to work in this field?” “Would
you interview me if you had an open entry-level position?”
Show gratitude. Don’t overstay your allotted time. Grab a
business card before you go and send them a thank you note/
email thanking them for their advice, referrals, and time.
Evaluate. How did you do? Were your networking skills
up to par? How can you do better next time? Did you like what
you heard? Do you have a better understanding of what’s in
volved, the organization and your potential fit in it?
Stay in touch. Ask your contact if it’s acceptable for you to keep them up to date on your job/internship search. If you come across a relevant article
or book about their industry in the media or a course, share it. If something exciting is happening with their employer, send them a quickemail. If they
suggested you do something or speak with someone and you did, send a brief update. This is an excellent way to nurture your network, which is essential.
Utilize the Center for Career Development! Not sure how to find folks in the field you are interested in? Have an informational interview
scheduled and want to talk to a professional about it? Don’t know where to start? The CCD is here to help! Schedule an appointment with a Ca
reer Advisor on Handshake to discuss how to make networking work for you!
Now that we’ve covered some helpful hints, I want to speak to a personal anecdote that I have had with networking as evidence of just how beneficial it is!
I connected with an alum through the HCNetwork website who was a Neonatal Nurse at the Boston Medical Center and in graduate school to become a
Nurse Practitioner. After connecting with her, I was able to schedule a day to shadow her at her place of work and get insight into what it is like to work
as a nurse in her unit and at Boston Medical. The experience opened my eyes and confirmed my desire to continue in the career path I had chosen for
myself once I got to college. Not only was I able to immerse myself in her line of work for a day, but I was also able to learn new things about the industry, her experience at Holy Cross and after graduating, as well as tips and information I had not known before shadowing.
Getting connected to an alum on the HCNetwork website is an important part of networking as it will allow students to connect one-on-one with someone who has had similar experiences in college but new experiences in their line of work. It will allow students the opportunity to create connections for
future endeavors.
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